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On the back cover of Vladlen Loginov’s new biography of Lenin is a photograph 

of the author holding a cat, which stares balefully at the camera. I was charmed by this 

picture, but only later did I become aware of its hidden meaning, when I ran across a 

very similar picture of Lenin, also holding a cat. Thus, this back cover photograph re-

veals a man who is a serious Lenin fan and doesn’t care who knows it. 

The text between the covers justifies these assumptions. This 400-plus page book 

follows Lenin’s career only up to 1901, when Vladimir Ulianov first adopted the 

pseudonym “Lenin.” Presumably other volumes are to follow on the rest of Lenin’s 

career. Throughout the whole length of the present book, there is not a hint of criti-

cism of Lenin, either personally or politically. On the contrary, Loginov enters the 

lists against all glasnost’-era and post-Soviet criticism of Lenin, exemplified most no-

tably by Dmitri Volkogonov. 

Is such a hero-worshipping biography a good thing? Yes, it is a very good thing. 

Of course, if such a biography appeared under Soviet censorship, it would have been a 

barely readable addition to the genre “critique of bourgeois falsification.” Neverthe-

less, under conditions of open debate and a free exchange of ideas – and when, fur-

thermore, Loginov’s pro-Lenin stance almost makes him the underdog – his vigorous 

and grounded defense of Lenin is a genuine contribution. This is perhaps especially 

true for Western and particularly North American scholarly readers, since acceptable 

comment about Lenin in academic circles ranges for the most part between “obses-

sively negative” and “dismissively negative.”   

Both Loginov’s year of birth in 1929 and his given name of Vladlen indicate that 

he comes from a milieu of genuine believers in Lenin and his cause, a milieu whose 

sincere belief survived the crimes of the Stalin era and the corroding cynicism of the 

long post-Stalin era. Loginov has academic credentials and also served as consultant 

and coauthor of some the “back to Lenin” works of the glasnost’ era, including a 1989 

docu-novel about 1917 entitled Fevral’, co-authored with Mikhail Shatrov. He also 

contributed a polemical afterword to the documentary collection V. I. Lenin: neizvest-

nye dokumenty, 1891-1922 (1999). The style of the present book is relaxed and engag-

ing, with the hero-worship coming across as more affectionate than pompous. 

All in all, I think that any historian of the Soviet Union, and especially of NEP, 

will benefit from this book, if only as a counterbalance to the dominant stereotype of 

“Lenin the monster.” For a Western reader, the book’s particular strength is that it sets 

Lenin in his Russian context in a way that would be difficult for any Western author, 

no matter how well-informed, to accomplish. When Loginov discusses Lenin’s family 

background, his upbringing in the Volga, the social atmosphere of the late nineteenth 

century, or the activist milieu of the 1890s, he seems genuinely interested in all the 

variegated Russian types that crowd the pages. Just the way that Loginov refers to so 
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many of these peripheral characters by first name and patronymic, while sometimes 

confusing for the reader, demonstrates this intimacy. 

This strength, the sense of a Russian talking about Russia, is connected to a prob-

lem I have with the interpretation of Lenin’s outlook advanced in the book. On the 

whole, I find little to quarrel with in Loginov’s account of Lenin’s writings in this pe-

riod. Nevertheless, something essential is missing, namely, the ideals and the inspiring 

example of European Social Democracy. This is not just a matter of providing neces-

sary background information. The inspiring force of the German Social Democratic 

Party in particular, as interpreted by authoritative writers such as Karl Kautsky, was 

part of the Russian scene in the 1890s. The Russian Social Democratic movement was 

made up of two social types, the plebeian intelligent/praktik and the “purposive work-

er” (soznatel’nyi rabochii). In a sense, both of these social types were created by the 

idealized model of Western Social Democracy acting on Russian realities. 

The topic in the early biography of Lenin that is most relevant to the historian of 

NEP is his attitude toward the peasantry. The most important contribution of Logi-

nov’s book is simply the removal of certain negative stereotypes about Lenin’s dis-

dain or even hatred of the peasantry. For example, Lenin the young Marxist did not 

see the starvation of peasants as a progressive phenomenon at the time of the famine 

of 1891. Loginov demonstrates that the contrary assertion (often found in Western 

popular and scholarly works) is based on the hostile and partisan caricature of Russian 

Marxists concocted at the time by populist writers such as Nikolai Mikhailovsky. (I 

became interested in this issue and my further exploration of the evidence supports 

Loginov’s argument.) On the contrary, while growing up on the Volga and later in Si-

beria, the young Ulianov had a fair amount of person-to-person contact with the peas-

ants that seems to have been mutually beneficial. 

Of course, it is hardly high praise of Lenin to say that he did not advocate letting 

the peasants starve. Yet the picture of Lenin as an anti-peasant monster is deeply en-

trenched and plays its part in interpretations of NEP – for example, in the common as-

sumption that Lenin believed that taking grain from the peasants without compensa-

tion during so-called “war communism” was a fine and socialist thing to do and that 

he only relented as a temporary compromise. In my view, therefore, historians of NEP 

have a responsibility to inform themselves about these stereotypes and to combat them 

where necessary, even when the issues lie outside their chosen time frame. 

Lenin’s ideological outlook was basically formed in the 1890s and the peasantry 

was assigned a central role in it. On the one hand, no idea was more basic to Lenin’s 

entire worldview than the idea that the Russian industrial worker was destined to be 

the leader of the whole narod in a revolutionary onslaught against the tsar. On the 

other hand, Lenin was also convinced that market commodity relations in the country-

side led to the strengthening of capitalism. These basic assumptions retained their im-

portance when Lenin was searching for a viable post-revolutionary strategy for the 

peasantry, especially starting in 1919. They explain both his confidence (the workers 

could still continue to lead the peasantry, this time directly toward socialism) and his 

insecurity (uncontrolled exchange in the countryside was an elemental force under-

mining attempts to build socialism). Since Lenin remained faithful to both assump-
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tions, many of his efforts to find a coherent peasant strategy look like attempts to 

square the circle. 

In this volume, Loginov does not try to connect the dots between the 1890s and the 

1920s as I have just done. Yet he does provide essential background for a considera-

tion of these vital issues. I therefore urge the historian of NEP and especially the peas-

antry to use Loginov’s book as a way of stepping outside the usual stereotypes about 

Russian Marxism, Lenin, and the peasantry. 

 

Lars T. Lih                                                                            Montréal, Québec, Canada 

 


